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The Ti-Nb alloys have been widely studied due to their high biocompatibility and
excellent mechanical properties for biomedical applications. Studies of Ti-Nb alloy
with  variation  in  the  Nb  content  (~5-35  %wt)  demonstrated  a  tendency  of
increase of hardness and decrease of elastic modulus with increasing Nb content.
Regarding the physical-chemical stability, Ti-Nb alloy maintains the properties of
Ti  metal  which is  highly resistant to corrosion in aggressive media due to a
spontaneous stable oxide (TiO2) formed on the surface. The objective of this study
was  the  analysis  of  corrosion  resistance  and  surface  characterization  of
commercially pure Ti biomaterial and metallic Ti-40Nb alloy in artificial blood.
The  microstructures  of  biomaterials  chemically  etched  were  analysed  using
optical  microscope  and  X-ray  diffraction.  Instrumented  nanoindentation  and
Vickers hardness were used to evaluate the mechanical properties. To study the
thermodynamic stability it was used the open circuit potential technique and the
corrosion resistance by potentiodynamic measure and electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy.  The  optical  microscopy  images  and  X-ray  spectra  showed  the
presence of α’’, β and ω phases in the Ti-40Nb alloy. The electrochemical results
indicated  that  the  Ti-40Nb  alloy  has  high  corrosion  resistance  and  good
thermodynamic stability with OCP around -485 mV (Ti: -131 mV) and the alloy
remained electrochemically stable in potentiodynamic conditions with initial and
final  potentials  of  -1.0  V to  +2.0 Vsce,  respectively  in  low current  densities
(~µA/cm2) with absence of hysteresis as pure Ti. About the mechanical properties,
the Ti-Nb alloy hardness was around 157 HV (Ti: 176HV) and the elastic modulus
was ~70 GPa (Ti: 100 GPa), that could represent an important Nb alloy for use in
biomedical applications.
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